NEW ADULT FICTION AUDIOBOOKS

Abdullah, Kia. *Take It Back*
Ashley, Kristen. *Dream Chaser [Dream Team #1]*
Bayliss, Jenny. *The Twelve Dates of Christmas*
Cameron, Marc. *Tom Clancy Shadow of the Dragon*
Cleeves, Ann. *The Darkest Evening [Vera Stanhope #9]*
Cousens, Sophie. *This Time Next Year*
Cussler, Clive. *Marauder*
Dell'Antonia, KJ. *The Chicken Sisters*
Fisher, Tarryn. *The Wrong Family*
Flagg, Fannie. *The Wonder Boy of Whistle Stop*
Frear, Caz. *Shed No Tears [Cat Kinsella #3]*
Hollis, Lee. *Christmas Card Murder*
Kane, Darby. *Pretty Little Wife*
Korelitz, Jean Hanff. *You Should Have Known*
Little, Judithe. *The Chanel Sisters*
Patterson, James. *NYPD Red 6*
Perry, Anne. *A Christmas Resolution*
Philyaw, Deesha. *The Secret Lives of Church Ladies*
Shalvis, Jill. *Mistletoe in Paradise*
Smiley, Jane. *Perestroika in Paris*
Smith, Alexander McCall. *A Promise of Ankles [44 Scotland Street #14]*
Sparks, Nicholas. *The Return*
Stuart, Douglas. *Shuggie Bain*
Sullivan, Sophie. *Ten Rules for Faking It*
Tevis, Walter. *The Queen's Gambit*
Williams, Denise. *How to Fail at Flirting*
Woods, Stuart. *Hush-Hush [Stone Barrington #56]*
Ziegesar, Cecily von. *Cobble Hill*
NEW ADULT FICTION Ebooks

Abdullah, Kia. Take It Back
Ashley, Kristen. Dream Chaser [Dream Team #2]
Benedict, Marie. The Mystery of Mrs. Christie
Brackston, Paula. The Garden of Promises and Lies [Found Things #3]
Burrowes, Grace. Truly Beloved [True Gentlemen #11]
Cleland, Jane K. Hidden Treasure [Josie Prescott Antiques Mystery #13]
Cousens, Sophie. This Time Next Year
Crawford, Isis. A Catered Book Club Murder
Dell'Antonia, KJ. The Chicken Sisters
DeWylde, Saranna. A Hilarious and Charming Feel-Good Read
Dodd, Christina. Wrong Alibi: An Alaskan Mystery
Faber, Michel. D: A Novel
Fforde, Jasper. The Constant Rabbit
Fisher, Tarryn. The Wrong Family
Frear, Caz. Shed No Tears
Gallen, Michelle. Big Girl, Small Town
Gilbert, Victoria. A Deadly Edition
Jones, Gin. Rhubarb Pie Before You Die
Kane, Darby. Pretty Little Wife
Kaur, Rupi. Home Body
Klassen, Julie. A Castaway in Cornwall
Korelitz, Jean Hanff. You Should Have Known
Little, Judith. The Chanel Sisters
Macallister, Greer. The Arctic Fury
Macomber, Debbie. Discovering Home
Malerich, C. S. The Factory Witches of Lowell
Meier, Leslie. Christmas Card Murder
Michaels, Fern. Bitter Pill
Mosley, Walter. The Awkward Black Man
Moss, Tara. The War Widow
Normann, Natalie. Christmas Island
Patterson, James. NYPD Red 6
Roberts, Sheila. Three Christmas Wishes
Schalansky, Judith. An Inventory of Losses
Shalvis, Jill. Mistletoe in Paradise
Shelton, Paige. Cold Wind [Alaska Wild #2]
Slayer, Megan. Christmas in Cedarwood
Smiley, Jane. Perestroika in Paris
Smith, Alexander McCall. A Promise of Ankles [44 Scotland Street #14]
Sullivan, Sophie. Ten Rules for Faking It
Summers, Chelsea G. A Certain Hunger
Tate, Courtney Evan. *The Last to See Her*
Thayne, RaeAnne. *A Thunder Canyon Christmas: Montana Mavericks* [Thunder Canyon Cowboys#6]
Thiong’o, Ngũgĩ wa. *The Perfect Nine: The Epic of Gĩkũyũ and Mũmbi*
Todd, Charles. *A Hanging at Dawn: A Bess Crawford Short Story*
Williams, Denise. *How to Fail at Flirting*
Woods, Stuart. *Hush-Hush* [Stone Barrington #56]

**NEW ADULT NONFICTION AUDIOBOOKS**

Douglas, John E. *The Killer's Shadow: The FBI's Hunt for a White Supremacist Serial Killer*
Kotb, Hoda. *This Just Speaks to Me: Words to Live By Every Day*
Lacey, Robert. *Battle of Brothers: William and Harry: The Inside Story of a Family in Tumult*
MacKenzie, Debora. *COVID-19: The Pandemic that Never Should Have Happened and How to Stop the Next One*
Mars, Roman. *The 99% Invisible City: A Field Guide to the Hidden World of Everyday Design*
Michaelis, David. *Eleanor*
Morissette, Alanis. *Little Pill: You Live, You Learn—The Stories Behind the Iconic Album and Groundbreaking Musical*
Oluo, Ijeoma. *Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of White Male America*
Parton, Dolly. *Dolly Parton, Songteller: My Life in Lyrics*
Patterson, James. *The Last Days of John Lennon*

**NEW ADULT NONFICTION Ebooks**

Acho, Emmanuel. *Uncomfortable Conversations with a Black Man*
Amore, Anthony M. *The Woman Who Stole Vermeer: The True Story of Rose Dugdale and the Russborough House Art Heist*
Bane, Jenn. *Friendshipping: The Art of Finding Friends, Being Friends, and Keeping Friends*
Cotter, Andrew. *Olive, Mabel & Me: Life and Adventures with Two Very Good Dogs*
Cruz, Hannah Dela. *Sourdough Every Day: Your Guide to Using Active and Discard Starter for Artisan Bread, Rolls, Pasta, Sweets and More*
Derman-Sparks. *Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and Ourselves*
Fox, Robin Lane. *The Invention of Medicine: From Homer to Hippocrates*
Francis, Pope. *Let Us Dream: The Path to a Better Future*
Gordon-Reed, Annette. *The Hemingses of Monticello: An American Family*
Greger, Michael; M.D. *The How Not to Diet Cookbook: 100+ Recipes for Healthy, Permanent Weight Loss*
Heimowitz, Colette. *The Atkins 100 Eating Solution: Easy, Low-Carb Living for Everyday Wellness*
Kitchen, America's Test. *Toaster Oven Perfection: A Smarter Way to Cook on a Smaller Scale*
Kotb, Hoda. *This Just Speaks to Me: Words to Live By Every Day*
Lacey, Robert. *Battle of Brothers: William and Harry – The Inside Story of a Family in Tumult*
MacKenzie, Debora. **COVID-19: The Pandemic that Never Should Have Happened and How to Stop the Next One**
Maddow, Rachel. **Bag Man: The Wild Crimes, Audacious Cover-Up, and Spectacular Downfall of a Brazen Crook in the White House**
Mars, Roman. **The 99% Invisible City: A Field Guide to the Hidden World of Everyday Design**
Michaelis, David. **Diana: Her True Story in Her Own Words**
Nelson, Kristi. **Wake Up Grateful: The Transformative Practice of Taking Nothing for Granted**
O’Connor, Michael D. **To Ornament My Soul**
Oluo, Ijeoma. **Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of White Male America**
Parton, Dolly. **Dolly Parton, Songteller: My Life in Lyrics**
Patterson, James. **The Last Days of John Lennon**
Pitre, Urvashi. **Instant Pot Miracle Healthy Cookbook: More than 100 Easy Healthy Meals for Your Favorite Kitchen Device**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Best of Paris 2020**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Boston**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Colorado**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Europe On a Shoestring**
Lonely Planet Discover Hawaii
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Florida**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet New Orleans**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet New York City**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Spain**
Planet, Lonely. **Lonely Planet Washington, DC**
Qaderi, Homeira. **Dancing in the Mosque: An Afghan Mother’s Letter to Her Son**
Salter, Mark. **The Luckiest Man: Life with John McCain**
Schneiderman, Abby. **In Case You Get Hit by a Bus: How to Organize Your Life Now for When You’re Not Around Later**
Stiles, Tara. **Clean Mind, Clean Body: A 28-Day Plan for Physical, Mental, and Spiritual Self-Care**
Wilson, Sarah. **This One Wild and Precious Life: The Path Back to Connection in a Fractured World**

**NEW YA and CHILDREN’S FICTION AUDIOBOOKS**

Applegate, K. A. **The Invasion: Animorphs [Graphix #1]**
Berenstain, Mike. **The Berenstain Bears’ School Talent Show**
Buxbaum, Julie. **Admission**
Buyea, Rob. **Goodbye, Mr. Terupt**
Chee, Traci. **We Are Not Free**
Davis, Jim. **Garfield Goes Hog Wild: His 70th Book**
Elliott, Rebecca. **Bo the Brave [Unicorn Diaries #3]**
Elliott, Rebecca. **The Goblin Princess [Unicorn Diaries #4]**
Gong, Chloe. **These Violent Delights**
Klein, Cheryl B. **A Year of Everyday Wonders**
McManus, Karen M. **The Cousins**
Meriano, Anna. **This Is How We Fly**
Meyer, Marissa. *Instant Karma*
Namey, Laura Taylor. *A Cuban Girl's Guide to Tea and Tomorrow*
Pilkey, Dav. *Cat Kid Comic Club: From the Creator of Dog Man*
Tahir, Sabaa. *A Sky Beyond the Storm* [Ember in the Ashes #4]
Williams, Kate M. *For Better or Cursed*
Yim, Natasha. *Luna's Yum Yum Dim Sum*

**NEW YA and CHILDREN'S NON-FICTION AUDIOBOOKS**

Gaines, Joanna. *The World Needs Who You Were Made to Be*

**NEW YA and CHILDREN'S NON-FICTION Ebooks**

Brower, Kate Andersen. *Exploring the White House: Inside America's Most Famous Home*